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DAY 1

DAY 5

Go to Studio252.tv and watch this week’s episode of The So & So Show.
(Click on Fun2Watch! then The So & So Show.)

Even if you already saw it at church, feel free to check it out again!

SO & SO TOP 3

After watching, write one thing that . . .

1) YOU LIKED: ______________________________________________

2) YOU LEARNED: ___________________________________________

3) YOU’D LIKE TO KNOW: ___________________________________

Have you ever thought about why certain rules exist, or why your parents or 
teachers have given you rules? Look at these common rules below and write 
out why you think the rule exists—WHAT IS IT TRYING TO PREVENT?

DON’T RUN IN THE STREET. ______________________________________
WEAR SUNSCREEN. _______________________________________________
DON’T JUMP ON THE BED. ________________________________________
DON’T WATCH SCARY MOVIES. ____________________________________
DON’T ACCEPT CANDY FROM STRANGERS. ________________________

Now look at the list above, as well as, the answers you wrote. Do any of 
the rules exist to keep you from having fun? Do you think your parents or 
teachers taught you these rules to ruin your life?

It’s important to remember that when your parents, teachers and others God 
has put in your life give you certain rules, they most likely have a really good 
reason for it. Go find a picture of a younger version of you, maybe in a frame 
around your house, or ask your parent if they have one on their phone or 
computer. 

As you look at the picture, think back to the toddler version of you, and how 
much you’ve learned about life since then and how much more your parents 
and other adults have learned since they were your age. They probably know 
a lot of things that you don’t know!



PICK A TIME TODAY WHEN YOUR FAMILY WILL 
BE TOGETHER. ASK THEM TO PLAY THIS SIMPLE 
IMPROV GAME WITH YOU.

Use the title below to tell a story. The trick is that each person makes up the 
story one sentence at a time, adding to the story. The story should make 
sense, so everyone will need to work together to make the story. When it 
feels like the story is winding down, someone can bring it to an end and tag 
it with “The End.”

“THE BEST DAY EVER”
Then, talk about how the story ended up differently than you thought it 

was going to go at the beginning. Was it hard when you thought you had 
a good sentence lined up, but then the person before you changed the 
direction of the story suddenly?

Share with each other how this game feels a little like life does sometimes 
. . . you might think you know how things are headed in life, and then 
someone in charge changes things on you. You might have a plan for the 
day, and then your mom gives you an extra chore. Or it could be even 
bigger, like suddenly having to move or change schools. Talk with 
each other about how you can you trust and 
obey even when you don’t know how things
will work out.

When you read the chapters in Genesis between God 
making the promise and then seeing it come true, you see 
a lot of discussion between Abraham and God. Even when 

Abraham didn’t understand what God was up to, he kept talking to God, 
seeking His counsel and trying to get to know God better.When you are 
tempted to disobey because you don’t understand what God or your parents 
or your teacher is up to, remember that you can turn to God for help. 

THIS MONTH WAS ALL ABOUT THE “EVEN WHENS.”  
WE CAN OBEY GOD . . . even when we think our way is better. Even when 
others don’t. Even when we don’t know how it will work out.
 
For each of the “even when” statements above, write an example of this 
situation in your own life in the spaces below (e.g., Even when I think I 
deserve more screen time. Even when my brother is sneaking candy.) Then 
read the sentences out loud as a prayer.

“DEAR GOD,
I know I can trust and obey you even when ____________________________, 

And even when __________________________________________, and even 

when ________________________________. Help me to get to know you 

better so that it will be easier to follow You. In Jesus’ name, I pray. AMEN.”

READ GENESIS 12:1-5 AND 21:1-5
Circle the first sentence of Genesis 12:2.
Draw a line in the margins from Genesis 12 to Genesis 21.
Now circle the first sentence in Genesis 21:2.

There is much that happens between Genesis 12:1-5 and Genesis 21:1-5. In 
Genesis 12, we read that God makes a promise to Abraham that he will be 
the father of many nations. When we get to Genesis 21, a lot has happened 
in Abraham and Sarah’s lives, but Sarah has yet to have a child. Then we read 
these words: The Lord was gracious to Sarah, just as he had said he would 
be. The Lord did for Sarah what he had promised to do. Sarah became 
pregnant. She had a son by Abraham when he was old. The child was born 
at the exact time God had promised, (NIrV).

Finally, when Abraham was 100 years old and Sarah wasn’t far behind him, 
she had a son.This story is beautiful and encouraging, but it’s important 
not to forget there were 25 years between God giving a promise and then 
fulfilling it. In those 25 years, Abraham made some mistakes for sure, but he 
never stopped trusting God. HIS LIFE WAS MARKED BY HIS DEVOTION 
AND OBEDIENCE TO GOD, EVEN WHEN HE DIDN’T UNDERSTAND 
WHAT GOD WAS UP TO.

Look at the line you drew between Genesis 12 and Genesis 21. This is where 
obedience is the hardest, but it’s also where you can see God at work, 
fulfilling His promise and His plan.
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